OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class A.

JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

175.0/1  5  CH SHIRA’S UNDER INVESTIGATION BN CGC RN RI RA. WS 45110405. 09-18-13
By GCH Encore's War Games - Ch Shira's Kandy Kiss. Boxers. Owner: Rose & Kim Northcutt,
Sherrard, IL 612818541. Breeder: Rose & Kim Northcutt.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

197.5/2  6  OLYMPIC’S OMG R U-KIDDIN’ ME PCD BN. WS 56564203. 09-03-16
By Sausan M Naffziger, Albany, IN 473209769. Breeder: Julie Wilmore.

AIS  7  CH ZIA’S OKLAHOMA GIRL. WS 41130601. 06-01-12
By  Ch Storybook Page After Page - Ch McCoy's Merry Heart. Boxers. Owner: Wendy Gram,

8  GCH ANSCHA-HAPPY TAIL'S YOU DON'T KNOW JACK CGCA RN BN. WS 49874001. 04-04-15
By GCHS Shadigee's Calculated Risk - GCH Cimarron's Do You Know The Muffin Man. Boxers.
Schach & Kim Schach & Amy C Bieri.

9  GCH INSPIRATION’S RED CARPET ARM CANDY CGC BN. WS 46462902. 01-22-14
By Ch Firestar's Indian Outlaw - Ch Inspiration's Pop Star. Boxers. Owner: Sandra Johnson & Gina
Freer, Lemont, IL 604394633. Breeder: Gina Freer & Joleena Young.

A  10  CH HAPPY TAIL’S N PRAIRIE HILLS PISTOLS AND ROSES. WS 51347408. 09-21-15
By GCH Happy Tail's Kit Kat Saves The Day & Steals A Heart - Ch Happy Tail's Faith, Trust & Pixie
Koshiol & Lori McClain & Amy Bieri.

185.5/4  11  CINNIBON’S MISSION CRITICAL. WS 60063202. 02-22-18
By Ch Cinnibon's Know When To Hold'Um - Ch Cinnibon's Pieces O My Heart. Boxers. Owner: Todd

173.0  12  DANCER'S DANICA BN RN TKN. WS 48028004. 08-01-14
By Ch Nantess Ain'T Seen Nothing Yet - Desert's She's The Dancer At Nantess. Boxers. Owner:
Barbara Taylor, Iowa City, IA 522462430. Breeder: Tessie Savage & Nancy Savage & Virginia Bice.

175.0  14  DREAMCATCHER VON BACHBETT. WS 54702602. 07-21-16
By Veith Von Altenburg - Itzi-Blitzi Vom Advokat. Boxers. Owner: Jan Blevins, Carrollton, TX
750074817. Breeder: George & Cathy Markos.

189.5/3  15  CH HAPPY TAIL’S MOMENT OF TRUST. WS 56149802. 02-01-17
By GCHB Naja's Mi-T Alliance - GCH Jokar's N Happy Tail's Blonde Moments CD RA AX MXJ.
Boxers. Owner: Eugenia Koshiol & Amy Bieri, Monee, IL 6005182107. Breeder: Eugenia Koshiol & Amy
C Bieri & Ann Schach.

176.5  16  GCH SCHMIDT ACRES DAZIE DARLN OF NANTESS. WS 53839701. 04-15-16
By Ch Nantess Just Try It - Schmidt Acres She's Off To Cinnrhee. Boxers. Owner: Linda Schmidt,
Moheny, IL 600519422. Breeder: Linda Schmidt.

198.0/HT  17  TEALCREST'S SPRING INTO ACTION. WS 56713702. 03-21-17
By Ch MACH2 Schmidt’S-Gc Catch A Falling Star At Lemac CD MXC MJB2 MXP MJF XF - Kacee’s
Crime Of Passion @ Tealcrest CD BN RA OA NAJ DN. Boxers. Owner: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman,
Fairview Hts, IL 622083521. Breeder: Jill C Hootman.

177.5  18  CH HI-TECH'S MARQUESA AT JEAMAR. WS 54495401. 05-13-16
By Ch Hi-Tech's Hurricane On The Hudson - Hi-Tech's Moonlight Sonata. Boxers. Owner: Marv Lou
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Carroll & Jean H Mattheiss & Dr & Mrs William Truesdale, Ellicott City, MD 210424826. Breeder: Dr & Mrs William Truesdale & Kimberly Pastella Calvacca & Joan Pfister.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class A.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

19 **BOXNEN'S OVERDRIVE CD BN RN MXB MJB XF.** WS 48715207. 10-24-14

20 **PRAIRIE HILL'S STRONG AS TITANIUM CD BN AX AXJ XF SWN CGC.** WS 50245502. 04-29-15

21 **DEBLYN INDOMITABLE SPIRIT CD BN RE TD PT CGC.** WS 45881502. 12-02-13

22 **PRAIRIE HILLS IT'S ALL ABOUT THE SMOKE BN RN CGC.** WS 50520403. 05-23-15

195.0/1 23 **BAR-K'S BUBBA JOE.** WS 55224006. 09-23-16

185.5/2 24 **OLYMPIC'S TAKE IT AWAY CD PCD BN RAE AXP AJP XFP CA CGCA CGCU TKN FDC.** WS 49995002. 02-20-15

25 **CH KT'S WALKIN ON SUNSHINE CD.** WS 50920503. 06-25-15

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class B.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

26 **SUNCHASE'S SIGNATURE BLACK CD OA OAJ TKN RA CGCA.** WS 55153002. 09-17-16
By GCH Pearlisle Overnite In Memphis CDX RA - Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors. Boxers. Owner: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 740129426. Breeder: Rhoda Brouillette & Tracy Hendrickson.

194.5/2 27 **CH SUNCHASE'S TRADE SECRET UD MX MXJ BN RE GN PCD.** WS 49906102. 03-03-15
By GCH Happy Tail's Kit Kat Saves The Day And Steals A Heart - Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors. Boxers. Owner: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 740129426. Breeder: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette.

28 **MACH TEALCREST'S BECK AND CALL UDX OM1 MX MXJ RN.** WS 40917801. 03-12-12
By Ch Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AX MXJ NF CA - Miro-Tealcrests What's UR Name RN CA. Boxers. Owner: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman, Fairview Hts, IL 622083521. Breeder: Jill C Hootman & Robin Kennedy.

196.0/1 29 **SUNCHASE'S FIFTH ACE CDX AX MXJ RA TKN.** WS 55153003. 09-17-16

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class A.**

**JUDGE:** Mrs. Dianne L. Allen
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30 CH DEBLYN'S PEPRHL WICKED CDX BN RE MX MJB OF. WS 45881505. 12-02-13
By GCH Storybook's Page After Page - Ch Peprhl Life's A Dance With DebLyn VCD2 RE AX AXJ PT.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class B.**
JUDGE: Mrs. Dianne L. Allen

27 CH SUNCHASE'S TRADE SECRET UD MX MXJ BN RE GN PCD. WS 49906102. 03-03-15
By GCH Happy Tail's Kit Kat Saves The Day And Steals A Heart - Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors.

28 MACH TEALCREST'S BECK AND CALL UDX OM1 MX MXJ RN. WS 40917801. 03-12-12
By Ch Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AX MXJ CA - Miro-Tealcrests What's UR Name RN CA.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class A.**
JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

180.5/1 31 HAPPY TAIL’S & MARBURL’S ANGEL STANDING BY. WS 54982703. 05-27-16
By Ch Illyrian's Sharper Image - GCH Jokar's N Happy Tail's Fergalicious.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class B.**
JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

185.5/4 15 CH HAPPY TAIL’S MOMENT OF TRUST. WS 56149802. 02-01-17
By GCHB Naja's Mi-T Alliance - GCH Jokar's N Happy Tail's Blonde Moments CD RA AX MXJ.

196.0/1 16 GCH SCHMIDT ACRES DAZIE DARLN OF NANTESS. WS 53839701. 04-15-16
By Ch Nantess Just Try It - Schmidt Acres She's Off To Cinnrhee.

187.0/3 32 CH SHADIGEE'S CHECKMATE. WS 32371102. 11-02-09
By Ch Summer's Blackjack Of Shadigee - Shadigee's Moonlit Mirage.

195.5/2 33 TEALCREST'S SPRING FLING BCAT. WS 56713701. 03-21-17
By Ch MACH2 Schmidt'S-Gc Catch A Falling Star At Lemac CD MXC MJB2 MXP MJP XF - Kacee's Crime Of Passion @ Tealcrest CD BN RA OA OAJ DN.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Graduate Novice Class.**
JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

193.0/1 24 OLYMPIC'S TAKE IT AWAY CD PCD BN RAE AXP AJP XFP CA CGCA CGCU TKN FDC. WS 49995002. 02-20-15
By Ch Oak Knoll's Justice For All - Olympic's What Can I Say?.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Veterans Class (Obedience).**
JUDGE: Ms. Suzanne D. Hemminger

175.0/1 35 ORION'S & WINWAL'S AN ERNIE FOR BERT CD BN PCD RE CA CGC RATN. WS 37457107. 04-10-11